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Introduction 
 
2nd generation sequencing or better known as next-generation sequencing (NGS) represents a 
cutting-edge technology in life sciences and current foundation for unravelling nucleotide 
sequences. Since advent of first platforms in 2005 the number of different types of NGS platforms 
increased in the last 10 years in the same manner as the variety of possible applications. Higher 
throughput, lower cost and better quality of data were the incentive for a range of enterprises 
developing new NGS devices, whereas economic issues and competitive pressure, based on 
expensive workflows of obsolete systems and decreasing cost of market leader platforms, resulted 
simultaneously in accelerated vanishing of several companies. Due to the fast development, NGS 
is currently characterized by a lack of standard operating procedures, quality management/quality 
assurance specifications, proficiency testing systems and even less approved standards along with 
high cost and uncertainty of data quality. These aspects represent major obstacles for essential 
implementation of NGS in important areas such as clinical diagnostics, where reliable results, 
traceable and reproducible data as well as fast processing are crucial. On the one hand, 
appropriate standardization approaches were already performed by different initiatives and projects 
in the format of accreditation checklists, technical notes and guidelines for validation of NGS 
workflows. On the other hand, these approaches are exclusively located in the US due to origins of 
NGS overseas, therefore there exists an obvious lack of European-based standardization 
initiatives. Furthermore, market leaders like Illumina, Inc. aim to establish their own standards and 
are likely not willing to be forced by a general standard in NGS. An additional problem represents 
the validity of promising standards across different NGS applications. Due to highest demands and 
regulations in specific areas like clinical diagnostics, the same standards, which will be established 
there, will not be applicable or reasonable in other applications. These points emphasize the 
importance of standardization in NGS mainly addressing the laboratory workflows, which are the 
prerequisite and foundation for sufficient quality of downstream results, i.e. sequence data. 
Therefore, this presentation exhibits specifically standardization opportunities in the upstream 
pipeline and provides only a brief remark in the context of standardization in bioinformatics. To 
summarize, the presentation will give an overview about current standardization efforts, enlighten 
the problems associated with developing standards and show examples about possible standards 
and de facto standards primarily addressing the NGS upstream pipeline.  
 
Methods 
 
This work was based on a platform-dependent and -independent systematic literature review as 
well as personal communications with i.a. Illumina, Inc., ISO/TC 276 as well as DIN NA 057-06-02 
AA Biotechnology regarding current standardization efforts in NGS.  
 
Results 
 
Prior formulation of specific standard proposals, the problems of standardization in NGS itself were 
identified and interpreted. These problems comprised, amongst others, the fast development of 
new NGS technologies, the willingness for adopting standards in an industrial environment and the 
validity of general standards across different NGS applications. Therefore, a variety of different 
standardization approaches and projects from organizations, societies and companies were 
identified, which aimed to tackle the aforementioned issues: 
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- New York State Department of Health 
x Developed and published the NGS guidelines for somatic genetic variant 

detection 
 

- Genome in a Bottle Consortium 
x Described reference data, methods and standards for NGS 
x Defined possible reference materials for quality control 

 
- Association of Biomolecular Resource Facilities – NGS Work Group 

x Identified and evaluated optimal strategies for NGS projects 
 
- College of American Pathologist’s 

x Developed and published the molecular pathology checklist 
 
- External RNA Control Consortium 

x Developed RNA spike-in samples for quality control 
 
- Genomics Standards Consortium 

x Developed and published the minimum information about a genome sequence 
specification 

 
- Sequencing Quality Control Project 

x Developed benchmarks with reference samples for platform comparisons 
 
- Human Genome Project 

x Developed the Bermuda Standards 
 
- NGS – Standardization of Clinical Testing Work Group 

x Developed guidelines and recommendations for implementation of NGS into 
diagnostics laboratories 

 
The standardization approaches of the aforementioned groups were based on suggestions for 
standards, reference materials and guidelines: 
 

- NGS guidelines for somatic genetic variant detection 
x Include validation parameter like i.a. accuracy, repeatability and reproducibility 
x Define reference materials for quality control 

  
- Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments guidelines 

x Exhibit validation parameters for NGS 
 
- Molecular pathology checklist 

x Describes standards for i.a. documentation, validation and confirmatory testing 
 
- Minimum information about a genome sequence specification 

x Shows information requirements for data submission 
x Involves i.a. depth of coverage, overall quality and taxonomy  

 
- Bermuda Standards 

x Include standards for sequence fidelity 
 

Finally, respective proposals for standards, de facto standards and quality documentation issues 
were collected and developed, serving as a tangible contribution mainly addressing the upstream 
pipeline in order to ensure sufficient final data quality: 
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- DV200 and RNA Integrity Number for quality control of formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded 
RNA samples 

 
- φX174 DNA as a spike-in sample for quality control of sequencing experiments 

 
- OD260/280 and OD260/230 for sample purity determination and quality control 

 
- FASTQ, SAM/BAM and VCF file formats as de facto standards in the bioinformatic 
 
- Q30/Q40 as de facto standards/benchmarks for sequence quality 

 
- Technical note for quality documentation of sequencing experiments 

 
- Laboratory accreditation checklists for validation of sequencing workflows 

 
Conclusions 
 
There is already a distinct number of NGS standardization efforts present; however, the majority of 
approaches target the standardization of the bioinformatics processing pipeline in the context of 
“Big Data”. Therefore, an essential prerequisite is the simplification and standardization of wet 
laboratory workflows, because respective steps are directly affecting the final data quality and thus 
there exists the demand to formulate experimental procedures to ensure a sufficient final data 
output quality. Additionally, comprehensive development of standards within the upstream part will 
likely lead to an accelerated standardization process in the data processing pipeline. Finally, NGS 
reflects as a prime example the difficulties of standardization in a highly dynamic environment, thus 
successful establishment of NGS standards will have the potential to be adopted into other areas 
of life sciences. 
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